INTRODUCTION
imagination   by   machinery    Devices   recently
restricted to pantomime were returning to the
stage
A pervasive and growing influence was that of
Vrtaud s demand for a Theatre of Cruelty (g v )
Ihis is both the most novel and the most atavistic
ti pe of theatre for it attempts to re create in
modern terms that primitive even barbaric
iitual from *vhich drama evolved It was clearly
e emplifled m 1964 in a play by Weiss (a v } and
33> England is still best known in translations
Dnelopments since 1B63
One of the most interesting aspects of recent
fieitre has been a fresh and topical approach to
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Joe Orton whose best play hid been produced
in 1864 popularised a peculiar brand of black
comedy (q v)
A more serious innovation T-ai the theatre of
fact The Investigation of Peter Weiss set an
example for plays which constitute a kind of
documentary of the stage the dramatist
endeavouring to present objectively a selection
and concentration of the actual events of contem
porary history But however detached the
author must bj the very act of selection betray a
certain bias as indeed must the professional
historian himself
Some critics and producers have traced in his
phjs the bleak disenchantment of post war
Europe As early ns 1963 Peter Brook had. said
that his production of Sitg Lear with Paul
bcofleld as protagonist owed much to the Pohsh
cutie Jra Kott -whose book Shakespeare our
Ooniemyorary was published here in the following
year
Kotfc who hved through the Nazi tyranny and
the Stalinist occupation of Poland urges that the
power politics chicanery and violence of twentieth
century Euiope have their counterpart in the
^Vars of the Boses and the Tudor disturbances
He finds in Shakespeare s Histories and in the
Tragedies especially MacbeOi what he terms the
Grand Mechanism of history the blood stained
s ruggle for power with its terrible consequences
and he claims that Shakespeare condemns
war by showing up the Feudal butchery
The series The "Wars of the R oses which was
produced for the BBC during 1965-6 toy Petei
Hall and John Barton with the Eoyal Shakespeaie
C ompany vividly demonstrated the crane ridden
lust for power and the Feudal butchery Mean
while at Stratford and the Aldwych the produc
tion of Henry V neglected the traditional royal
•splendour and showed the king grimy and battle
scarred leading a tattered army plagued by cor
rupt camp followers Played on a bare gaunt
"tage grey metallic and cavernous it was
strikingly similar in tone and significance to
Erecht'e Mother Courage runrunct concurrently at
the Old Tic
Shakespearean comedy has also been ap
preached afresh In Clifford Williams enchanting
production for the National Theatre in 1967 of
As You Lil e It with an all male cast the women s
parts were not being taken as m Shakespeare s
time by boys with unbroken voices but by young
men Clifford Wilbams was aware of the un
orthodox theories expressed by Kott in his The
Sitter Arcadia Kott observing the almost identi
cal appearance of modern youths and girls was
reminded of those Shakespearean comedies where
the girl appears disguised as a youth He argues
that their theme is that of the sonnets — the
impossibility of choice between the youth and the
•noman the fragile boundary between fnendbhip
and love the universality of desire which
cannot be contained or limited to one sex
Notable recent re interpretations of Shakespeare
have included The Merchant of Vemce in "Victorian
costume with Olivier as Bhyloek resembling a
Rothschild financier and Peter Brook s A Mid
summer NiffJit s Dream Brilliantly original in
setting its magical effect was enhanced by the
use of trapeses while the actors taJdng Theseus and
Hippolyta also took the parts of Oberon and
Titama
Rec&nt yersyectwes
Meanwhile there have since 1965 been diverse
influences ftom abroad through plays by Soyinka
Duras Jarry Mrozek Pugard Fetter Lowell
Triana and ChayavBky A new generation of
British dramatists has become prominent mclud
ing Mercer Bond McGrath Storey Terson
Nichols Wood Hampton and Stoppard Some
have experimented, in. fresh dramatic genres and
techniques but generally speaking the most novel
contribution of native authors and producers has
been a new candour to the presentation of social
problems
One of the most sober of such factual plays
Kipphardts on Oppenheimer followed Weiss in
presenting a judicial enquiry a trial scene being
ripe with conflict suspense and surprise Hast
ings Lee Eanev OsuaW, took the same pattern
Both were shown in 1966 during a season at
Hampstead the director Boose Evans stressing
its preoccupation with ethical problems demanding
the hve concern of the audience
The RSC has also carried out an experiment
in a new genre that of Directoi s Theatre and
the involvement of the audience was certainly the
purpose of US directed by Peter Brook as a direct
assault on our apathy concerning the wai m
Vietnam
The avant garde Living Theatre was well re
presented here m 1969 by Grotowsii and by
Julian Bed. s dedicated and disciplined company
•which presented Paradise Now and then: versions
of Frankenstein and Antigone In this new genre
coherent narrative seouence is discarded in
favour of a series of happenings —disparate
theatrical Images involving- movement mime
inarticulate cries rhythmic sound and music
These are frequently violent sometimes in a
talented company surprising and beautiful but
often unintelligible Living Theatre is often
Imbued with the spirit of Artauds Theatre
of Cruelty stressing intense suffering to convey
an anarchic message Sometimes audience
participation is invited actors and spectators
mingling with each other both on stage and m the
auditorium
A refreshing candour m the approach to social
problems has been evident in plays involving
biting criticism of the military mentality and
recourse to war notably McGrath s Sofors Bun
Vian s The Generals Tea Pat ly and Charles
Wood s Dingo and H
Meanwhile the pressing international problem
of relations between black and white has been il
luminated m plays by Fugard Saunders Robert
Lowell and the Negro Le £01 Jones
Illness both physical and mental is now frankly
presented Peter Nichols m 1967 used remarkable
theatrical skill in revealing the effects on the
parents of the incurable illness of a spastic child
His ironic The National Health (1969) was set m
a grim hospital ward
It is no longer unusual to see a play depicting
the distressed mind Storeys first play had as
protagonist a young husband struggling through
a nervous breakdown and his touching work
Some (1970) is set in the grounds of a mental
hospital Both he and Mercer have been concerned
with the malaise of a generation educated beyond
the parents and playwrights as dissimilar as
Mortimer and Triana have presented the disturbed
personality
There has steadily developed a sympathetic
attitude towards sexual deviation In 1965 A
Patnot for Me Osborne 8 uncompromising record
of a homosexual could be performed only pn
vately while Frank Marcus The Killing of Sister
George indicated a lesbian relationship only under
cover of some obvious comic satire o£B B C senals
and their credulous public But by 1966 Charles
Dyer s The Stawcase although serio comic in
tone could give a direct and uncluttered picture
of a homosexual partnership and in 1968 Christo
pher Hamptons Total Eclipse was completely

